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3. ______ the customers were satisfied. (all/both). 4. Are you available for the ______ meeting? (last/next). 5. ______ myuncles live in Switzerland. (both/twice). 
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DETERMINERS (9) Word Order: Using Pre-determiners / Central Determiners / Post-determiners (02) In context 5 min



What is a determiner? Determiner the



Noun road



A determiner is a word used before a noun to give more information about the noun.



What are pre-determiners, central determiners, and post-determiners? Pre-determiner all



Central Determiner the



Post-determiner



Noun



many



roads



Depending on its position before the noun, a determiner can be: a central determiner, a predeterminer or a postdeterminer. A phrase like this example is rare. We usually only use one or two determiners.



Pre-determiners / Central Determiners / Post-determiners 10 min There are different types of central determiners. The main ones are: Main Central Determiners Example Words



Example Phrases



articles



a, an, the



all the time



demonstrative adjectives



this, that, these, those



half this page



possessive adjectives



my, your, his, her, its, our, their both my parents



Pre-determiners include: Main Pre-determiners



Example Words



Example Phrases



multipliers



twice, three times…



twicethe money



fractions



half, one fourth…



half an hour



intensifiers



what, such, rather, quite



What a mess!



other words



both, all



bothmy legs



Main Post-determiners



Example Words



Example Phrases



cardinal numbers



one, two, eighty…



the three eagles



ordinal numbers



first, second, twenty-third…



the first time



general ordinals



last, next, previous…



our next meeting



quantifiers



few, several, many…



his



Post-determiners include:



several



successes Language Tips about Determiners 5 min Some words can be determiners or post-determiners, depending on the number of determiners in a sentence and their place. Examples: ‘two’ is a determiner in: I need tworackets. ‘two’ is a post-determiner in: I need thetworackets in the garage. (‘two’ is placed



after the central determiner ‘the’) ‘many’ is a determiner in: We knowmanyuses for these products. ‘many’ is a post-determiner in: We know their many uses. (‘many’ is placed after the central determiner ‘their’) Usually, we only use one pre-determiner. However, it is possible to use two postdeterminers, as shown in the 2 examples below. Examples: his next two projects the first three days Writing Exercise 5 min Place the following words in the table below, in alphabetical order: all, this, second, such, both, five, her, the, previous Central Determiners



Pre-determiners



Post-determiners



Writing Exercise 5 min Complete with the correct determiner. 1. I make__________ his salary! (half/all) 2. We brush our teeth__________ a day. (two/twice) 3. __________ the customers were satisfied. (all/both) 4. Are you available for the __________ meeting? (last/next) 5. __________ myuncles live in Switzerland. (both/twice) 6. __________this amount is enough. (all / one third of) 7. __________ a great invention! (What/How)



8. This is __________ an amazing story! (so/such) 9. I never want to speak to those __________ crooks again. (both/two) 10. He explained his __________ projects. (much/many) Writing Exercise 5 min Reorder the words and underline the determiners. 1. only / ate / plate / she / her / half ____________________________________________________________ 2. colleagues / amount / get / get / the / we / double / some ____________________________________________________________ 3. proud / many / of / is / achievements / he / his ____________________________________________________________ 4. lost / three / first / here / got / the / I / I / came / times ____________________________________________________________ 5. such / is / difficult / a / this / exercise ____________________________________________________________ Writing Exercise 5 min Tell your teacher which is the correct phrase: A, B or both? A



B



1. the first two hours



1. the two first hours



2. a such good investment



2. such a good investment



3. several his objectives



3. his several objectives



4. my both ears



4. both my ears



5. two-fifths of the candidates



5. two-fifth candidates



6. twice the money



6. double the money



7. my two eyes



7. both my eyes



8. the all day



8. all the day



9. their few friends



9. few their friends



10. the last four days



10. the four last days



Reading Exercise with the Teacher 5 min Read



these



sentences



to



your



teacher.



Then,



say



which



words



are



determiners. 1. Most days, Jack speaks to Jennifer at least once a day. 2. He earns twice her salary. 3. Last week, he took her to quite an expensive restaurant. 4. That evening, he spent three times the amount he had anticipated! 5. What a gentleman! Speaking Exercise with the Teacher 5 min Listen to your teacher’s questions. Then, answer. 1. How often do you go to the cinema? 2. What part of a vacation do you usually enjoy most: the first few days or the last few days? 3. Do you have the same vision level with both of your eyes? 4. Do you check your emails all the time? 5. What have you been working on these last few days? Watch the Video! 5 min This video, about the More Birthdays Campaign of the American Cancer Society, will allow you to practice using pre-determiners, central determiners, and post-determiners. Watch the video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S9KI7QZRHfU Watch it again and complete the phrases from the video with the correct predeterminers, central determiners, and post-determiners.



1. Timing 1:50, post-determiner: On someone’s birthday, let’s say they’re celebrating their ____________ birthday, just a normal birthday 2. Timing 2:30, pre-determiner: They can do ____________ those things that they already do 3. In the name of the video, post-determiner: More Birthdays – Behind the Scenes of Our ____________ Step



Quiz 10 min True or False? 1. Usually, we use several pre-determiners.



true



false



2. ‘next’ is a pre-determiner.



true



false



3. Some words can be determiners or post-determiners.



true



false



4. It is rare to have a pre-determiner, a central determiner and a post-determiner in one sentence.



true



false



Match the determiner on the left to its category on the right. 1. all



a. pre-determiner



2. second



b. central determiner



3. mine



c. post-determiner



4. the



d. not a determiner



Put the words in the correct order: 1. three / first / failed / the / attempts ____________________________________________________________ 2. difference / their / a / quite / contributions / made ____________________________________________________________ 3. our / engineering / both / study / sons / chemical ____________________________________________________________ 4. several / we / successes / admire / his ____________________________________________________________
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Central Park 

22 déc. 1999 - lines of a traditional Islamic garden, and incorporates a botanical garden ... Design. Construction. Occupancy. Site. Ground Floor. Total Floor.
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central african republic - ECOI.net 
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brand central guide d'utilisation 

Entrer votre adresse e-mail. 3. ... Sont incluses les campagnes marketing telles que Group. Effect ... Téléchargement direct, idéal pour une seule ressource :.
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Untitled - Pocket PC Central 
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FTM-400DR - GPS Central 

Jun 24, 2013 - ... or pressing too hard may damage or scratch the screen. â�� Smart phone operations such as flicking, pinch in and pinch out are not possible.
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Operating Instructions - Projector Central 

26 janv. 2005 - The exclamation point within an equilateral triangle is intended to alert the user to the presence of important operating and maintenance (servicing) instructions in the literature accompanying the product. CAUTION: This equipment is 
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Central Thailand - Daum 

have to save that trip for another time. Central ... The people of central Thailand share a com- .... tral Thailand is also connected to the north ... recent arrivals who find the modern capital .... (or Mt Meru in Hindu texts), where Brahma and othe
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PLV-Z1BL - Projector Central 

Follow all warnings and instructions marked on the projector. For added protection to .... Do not put the projector downward and project an image. Do not put the ...
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Liasse fiscale CENTRAL HOTEL 

NumÃ©ro SIRET *. BILAN - ACTIF. NÂ° 10937 âœ± 20. Formulaire obligatoire (article 53 A du code gÃ©nÃ©ral des impÃ´ts). DGFiP NÂ° 2050-SD 2018. DÃ©signation de ...
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Central Valley Gate.pdf .fr 

place in a movie, a quick montage of .... Orrorshan horror that followed the ...... MIND 7. Survival 8. CHARISMA 6. SPIRIT 7. Possibility Potential: some (60).
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Central Thailand - Daum 

on bicycle and learning the names of the illustrious kings will put you close to the Thai psyche. Further ... it also played an unlikely role in WWII when occupying Japanese forces used POW labour to build a ...... Communications Authority of Thailan
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Central â€” design Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec, 2011 Â« Central ... - Magis 

magisdesign.com. Central â€” design Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec, 2011. Fiche Produit. Table, pliant. MatÃ©riaux: structure en fonte d'aluminium poli ou verni en ...
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PT-F200U - Projector Central 

Before operating this product, please read the instructions carefully and save this manual for future use. TQBJ0248. Commercial Use ... This LCD Projector is designed to operate on 100 V - 240 V, 50 Hz/60 Hz AC, house current only. CAUTION: The AC po
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DLA-RS2 - Projector Central 

12 oct. 2007 - short out parts that could result in a fire or electric shock. Never spill liquid of ... Do not place combustibles behind the cooling fan. For example ...
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Operating Instructions - Projector Central 

The lightning flash with arrowhead symbol, within an equilateral triangle, is intended to alert the user to the presence of uninsulated â€œdangerous voltageâ€� within the product's enclosure that may be of sufficient magnitude to constitute a risk of
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Senor Iguana's. 4,051. 31053. T-Mobile. 2,200. TOTAL SQ. FT. 101,570. SITE LEGEND. Available. Occupied. Leased (not occupied). Owned by Others.
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central african republic - ECOI.net 

19 mars 2014 - For more details: http://data.unhcr.org/car/regional.php. Produced Weekly. HIGHLIGHTS. â–« The Special Representative of the UN Secretary ...
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installation - Central Arizona Supply 

Remove existing showerhead from showerarm. Clean debris from inside showerarm and showerarm threads. Run water to flush residual debris from inside arm ...
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Operating Instructions - Projector Central 

BContinued use of the projector in this condition may result in fire or electric ...... BRefer to the list of compatible signals on page 56 for the types of RGB ..... appear white. NOTE: BTriangle symbols above and below a menu bar indicate the facto
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